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Concept 1. Life Cycles of Stars

1

Life Cycles of Stars

Learning Objectives

• Describe the main stages in the life cycle of stars, including formation and main sequence.
• Describe the differences in the life cycles of different types of stars.
• Explain the relationship between a star’s life cycle and its size.

What changes do stars undergo in their lifetimes?
Stars have a life cycle, just like people: they are born, grow, change over time, and eventually grow old and die. Most
stars change in size, color, and class at least once in their lifetime. What astronomers know about the life cycles of
stars is because of data gathered from visual, radio, and X-ray telescopes.
Star Formation

As discussed in the chapter The Solar System, stars are born in clouds of gas and dust called nebulas, like the one
shown in Figure 1.1.
The Main Sequence

For most of a star’s life, nuclear fusion in the core produces helium from hydrogen. A star in this stage is a main
sequence star. This term comes from the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram shown in the Figure 1.2. For stars on the
main sequence, temperature is directly related to brightness. A star is on the main sequence as long as it is able to
balance the inward force of gravity with the outward force of nuclear fusion in its core. The more massive a star, the
more it must burn hydrogen fuel to prevent gravitational collapse. Because they burn more fuel, more massive stars
have higher temperatures. Massive stars also run out of hydrogen sooner than smaller stars do.
Our Sun has been a main sequence star for about 5 billion years and will continue on the main sequence for about 5
billion more years (Figure 1.3). Very large stars may be on the main sequence for only 10 million years. Very small
stars may last tens to hundreds of billions of years.
Red Giants and White Dwarfs

As a star begins to use up its hydrogen, it fuses helium atoms together into heavier atoms such as carbon. A blue
giant star has exhausted its hydrogen fuel and is in a transitional phase. When the light elements are mostly used
up, the star can no longer resist gravity and starts to collapse inward. The outer layers of the star grow outward and
cool. The larger, cooler star turns red in color and so is called a red giant.
1
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FIGURE 1.1
The Pillars of Creation within the Eagle
Nebula are where gas and dust come
together as a stellar nursery.

FIGURE 1.2
Hertzsprung-Russel diagram.

Eventually, a red giant burns up all of the helium in its core. What happens next depends on how massive the star
is. A typical star, such as the Sun, stops fusion completely. Gravitational collapse shrinks the star’s core to a white,
glowing object about the size of Earth, called a white dwarf (Figure 1.4). A white dwarf will ultimately fade out.
2
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FIGURE 1.3
Our Sun is a medium-sized star in about
the middle of its main sequence life.

FIGURE 1.4
Sirius, the brightest star in the sky, is
actually a binary star system. Sirius A is
on the main sequence. Sirius B, the tiny
dot on the lower left, is a white dwarf.

3
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Supergiants and Supernovas

A star that runs out of helium will end its life much more dramatically. When very massive stars leave the main
sequence, they become red supergiants (Figure 1.5).

FIGURE 1.5
The red star Betelgeuse in Orion is a red supergiant.

Unlike a red giant, when all the helium in a red supergiant is gone, fusion continues. Lighter atoms fuse into heavier
atoms up to iron atoms. Creating elements heavier than iron through fusion uses more energy than it produces,
so stars do not ordinarily form any heavier elements. When there are no more elements for the star to fuse, the
core succumbs to gravity and collapses, creating a violent explosion called a supernova (Figure 1.6). A supernova
explosion contains so much energy that atoms can fuse together to produce heavier elements such as gold, silver,
and uranium. A supernova can shine as brightly as an entire galaxy for a short time. All elements with an atomic
number greater than that of lithium were formed by nuclear fusion in stars.

Neutron Stars

After a supernova explosion, the leftover material in the core is extremely dense. If the core is less than about four
times the mass of the Sun, the star becomes a neutron star (Figure 1.7). A neutron star is more massive than the
Sun, but only a few kilometers in diameter. A neutron star is made almost entirely of neutrons, relatively large
particles that have no electrical charge.

Black Hole

If the core remaining after a supernova is more than about five times the mass of the Sun, the core collapses into a
black hole. Black holes are so dense that not even light can escape their gravity. With no light, a black hole cannot
be observed directly. But a black hole can be identified by the effect that it has on objects around it, and by radiation
that leaks out around its edges.

Summary

• Stars spend most of their lives on the main sequence, fusing hydrogen into helium for energy.
• As stars burn up their hydrogen and fuse helium into larger atoms they begin to collapse and become red
giants. When the helium is gone they become white dwarfs.
4
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FIGURE 1.6
(a) NASA’s Chandra X-ray observatory captured the brightest stellar explosion so far, 100 times more energetic
than a typical supernova. (b) This false-color image of the supernova remnant SN 1604 was observed as a
supernova in the Milky Way galaxy. At its peak it was brighter than all other stars and planets, except Venus, in
the night sky.

FIGURE 1.7
After a supernova, the remaining core
may end up as a neutron star.

• When a massive star has no more elements left to fuse it explodes as a supernova, from which the chemical
elements heavier than lithium form.
• An extremely massive core will collapse after a supernova explosion to become a black hole, which is black
because no light can escape it.
5
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Review

1. Why do some stars become red giants and others become supernovae?
2. Why are supernovae crucial to the evolution of the universe?
3. How does a star become a black hole? What are the characteristics of a black hole?
Resources

MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/178500

MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/178502

References
1. Courtesy of NASA. http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Neutron_star_cross_section.jpg . Public Domain
2. Courtesy of NASA, Jeff Hester, and Paul Scowen (Arizona State University). http://commons.wikimedia.org
/wiki/File:Eagle_nebula_pillars.jpg . Public Domain
3. Image copyright Designua, 2014;Courtesy of NASA. http://www.shutterstock.com;http://commons.wikimedia
.org/wiki/File:Neutron_star_cross_section.jpg . Used under license from Shutterstock.com;Public Domain
4. Masahiko Ohkubo. http://www.flickr.com/photos/mah_japan/3170731067/ . CC BY 2.0
5. Courtesy of H. Bond (STScI), and M. Barstow (University of Leicester), NASA/ESA. http://commons.wikim
edia.org/wiki/File:Sirius_A_and_B_Hubble_photo.jpg . Public Domain
6. Courtesy of Akira Fujii and the Hubble European Space Agency. http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:B
etelgeuse_position_in_Orion.png . Public Domain
7. (a) Courtesy of NASA/CXC/M.Weiss; (b) Courtesy of NASA/ESA/JHU/R.Sankrit #38; W.Blair;Courtesy of
NASA. (a) http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/chandra/news/chandra_bright_supernova.html; (b) http://com
mons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Keplers_supernova.jpg;http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Neutron_star_cross_section.jpg . Public Domain
8. Courtesy of NASA. http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Neutron_star_cross_section.jpg . Public Domain
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2

Kepler’s Laws of Planetary
Motion

Learning Objectives

• Describe Kepler’s three laws.
• Calculate satellite periods given average radius and vice versa.

Though a drawing, not an accurate portrayal of the solar system, the elliptical appearance of the orbits is correct.
The elliptical orbits around the sun are not limited to the planets; comets, asteroids, and other orbiting objects also
follow elliptical paths.

Kepler’s Laws

Fifty years before Newton proposed his three laws of motion and his law of universal gravitation, Johannes Kepler
(1571 - 1630) published a number of astronomical papers with detailed descriptions of the motions of the planets.
Included in those papers were the findings that we now refer to as Kepler’s Laws of Planetary Motion. These are
summarized below.

Kepler’s First Law
The path of each planet around the sun is an ellipse with the sun at one focus.
7
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Though it seems at first glance that this law is incorrect (the sun appears to be in the center of our orbit), remember
that a perfect circle is an ellipse with the foci in the same place. Since the Earth’s orbit is nearly circular, the sun
appears to stay in the center.

Kepler’s Second Law
As a planet moves in its orbit, a line from the sun to the planet sweeps out equal areas in equal times.

The image above illustrates this relationship. Though the green wedges may appear significantly different in area,
Kepler’s Second Law states that the areas are equal if the planet travels along the perimeter of the segments in equal
periods of time. From this, we can clearly see that the planet moves with greater speed when it is near the sun and
slower when it is far away.
Use the simulation below to observe a planet in orbit around a star . Start by adjusting the eccentricity, which is a
measure of how elliptical its orbit is. What do you notice as its eccentricity increases? Does it appear to speed up
or slow down along its journey? Try to apply Kepler’s first and second laws to make predictions about the planet’s
orbital motion before pressing play.

8
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SIMULATION
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL:

http://www.ck12.org/physics/orbital-

motion/simulationint/Orbital-Motion

Kepler’s Third Law
The ratio of the squares of the periods of any two planets revolving around the sun is equal to the ratio of the cubes
of their average distance from the sun.



T1
T2

2


=

r1
r2

3

This is the only one of Kepler’s three laws that deals with more than one planet at a time.
This equation can be reworked to reveal that the ratio between the period and the radius of the planet’s orbit is always
the same:

(T1 )2
(r1 )3

=

(T2 )2
(r2 )3

In truth, it has been calculated that this ratio holds for all the planets in our solar system, in addition to moons and
other satellites.
Try to apply Kepler’s third law in the simulation below to help you determine the right launch date to get a spacecraft
to land on Mars. Then, because this law holds for all planets in our solar system, try other launches from Venus to
Earth or from Mars to Venus.

SIMULATION
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/physics/keplers-laws-of-planetarymotion/simulationint/Journey-To-Mars

Example
The planet Venus has a mean distance from the sun of 108.2 ×106 km and a period of 0.615 years. The planet Mars
has an average mean distance from the sun of 227.9 ×106 km and a period of 1.88 years. Do these planets follow
Kepler’s third law?
The average mean distance of Venus divided by the average mean distance of Mars = 0.475. The period of Venus
divided by the period of Mars = 0.327.
The square of the period ratio is 0.107 and the cube of the mean distance ratio is 0.107. It is clear that these two
planets follow Kepler’s third law.
9
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Summary

• Kepler’s First Law: The path of each planet around the sun is an ellipse with the sun at one focus.
• Kepler’s Second Law: Each planet moves such that an imaginary line drawn from the sun to the planet sweeps
out equal areas in equal periods of time.
• Kepler’s Third Law: The ratio of the squares of the periods of any two planets revolving around the sun is
equal to the ratio of the cubes of their average distance from the sun.
Review

1. The average mean distance of the earth from the sun is 149.6 ×106 km and the period of the earth is 1.0 year.
The average mean distance of Saturn from the sun is 1427 ×106 km. Using Kepler’s third law, calculate the
period of Saturn.
2. Which of the following is one of Kepler’s Laws of Planetary Motion?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Planets move in elliptical orbits with the Sun at one focus.
Gravitational force between two objects decreases as the distance squared.
An object in motion remains in motion.
Inner planets orbit in a different direction that outer ones.

3. If a planet’s orbital speed is 20 km/s when it’s at its average distance from the sun, which is most likely orbital
speed when it is nearest the sun?
a.
b.
c.
d.

10 km/s
15 km/s
20 km/s
25 km/s

Explore More

Use this resource to answer the questions that follow.

MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/62072

1. What is the shape of a planetary orbit?
2. How are the areas swept out by the line able to be equal, when the line is much longer at some times than
others?
3. What is the T in Kepler’s Third Law? What is the r?
Vocabulary

• Kepler’s First Law: The path of each planet around the sun is an ellipse with the sun at one focus.
• Kepler’s Second Law: Each planet moves such that an imaginary line drawn from the sun to the planet
sweeps out equal areas in equal periods of time.
• Kepler’s Third Law: The ratio of the squares of the periods of any two planets revolving around the sun is
equal to the ratio of the cubes of their average distance from the sun.
10
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References
1. Flickr:Image Editor;Joy Sheng;NASA(NOAA). http://www.flickr.com/photos/11304375@N07/2818891443
/;CK-12 Foundation;http://www.flickr.com/photos/gsfc/8575328570/ .
2. Joy Sheng;CK-12 Foundation;CK-12 Foundation - Joy Sheng. CK-12 Foundation . CC-BY-NC-SA 3.0
3. Joy Sheng;CK-12 Foundation;CK-12 Foundation - Joy Sheng. CK-12 Foundation . CCSA;CC-BY-NC-SA
3.0
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3

Orbital Motion

Learning Objectives

• Define orbital motion and explain why it occurs.
• Describe the orbits of Earth around the sun and the moon around Earth.

As you can see in this NASA photo, Earth is tiny compared with the massive sun. The sun’s gravity is relatively
strong because the force of gravity between two objects is directly proportional to their masses. Gravity between the
sun and Earth pulls Earth toward the sun, but Earth never falls into the sun. Instead, it constantly revolves around
the sun, making one complete revolution every 365 days.
Q: Why doesn’t the sun’s gravity pull Earth down to the surface of the sun?
A: Earth has enough forward velocity to partly counter the force of the sun’s gravity.

What Is Orbital Motion?

Earth and many other bodies—including asteroids, comets, and the other planets—move around the sun in curved
paths called orbits. Generally, the orbits are elliptical, or oval, in shape. You can see the shape of Earth’s orbit in the
Figure 3.1. Because of the sun’s relatively strong gravity, Earth and the other bodies constantly fall toward the sun,
but they stay far enough away from the sun because of their forward velocity to fall around the sun instead of into
it. As a result, they keep orbiting the sun and never crash to its surface. The motion of Earth and the other bodies
around the sun is called orbital motion. Orbital motion occurs whenever an object is moving forward and at the
same time is pulled by gravity toward another object.
12
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FIGURE 3.1

Orbital Motion of the Moon

Just as Earth orbits the sun, the moon also orbits Earth. The moon is affected by Earth’s gravity more than it is by
the gravity of the sun because the moon is much closer to Earth. The gravity between Earth and the moon pulls
the moon toward Earth. At the same time, the moon has forward velocity that partly counters the force of Earth’s
gravity. So the moon orbits Earth instead of falling down to the surface of the planet.
The Figure 3.2 shows the forces involved in the moon’s orbital motion around Earth. In the diagram, v represents
the forward velocity of the moon, and a represents the acceleration due to gravity between Earth and the moon. The
line encircling Earth shows the moon’s actual orbit, which results from the combination of v and a.

FIGURE 3.2

Watch the video below to learn more about the orbital motion of the moon around the Earth:

13
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MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/186773

Satellites also orbit planets in a circular pattern due to the force of gravity. Launch the PLIX Interactive below to
explore how satellites stay in orbit:

PLIX
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/physics/orbital-motion/plix/OrbitalMotion-Satellites-552ed074da2cfe09721bc8b7

Summary

• Orbital motion occurs whenever an object is moving forward and at the same time is pulled by gravity toward
another object.
• The forward velocity of the object combines with acceleration due to gravity toward the other object. The
result is a circular or oval path called an orbit, in which one object keeps moving around the other.
• Because of the relatively great gravity of the sun, Earth orbits the sun. The moon orbits Earth rather than the
sun because it is much closer to Earth.
Review

1. Define orbit and orbital motion, and explain why orbital motion occurs.
2. In addition to the moon, artificial satellites also orbit Earth. What factors do you think must be taken into
account to ensure that a satellite keeps orbiting Earth rather than falling back to Earth’s surface?
3. Earth is closer to nearby planets including Venus and Mars than it is to the sun. Why don’t these other planets
pull Earth toward them and cause it to veer off its orbit around the sun.

References
1. . . CC BY-NC
2. Zachary Wilson. CK-12 Foundation . CC BY-NC 3.0
3. Christopher Auyeung and Laura Guerin. CK-12 Foundation . CC BY-NC 3.0
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4

Magnetic Evidence for
Seafloor Spreading

Learning Objectives

• Explain the pattern of magnetic stripes on the seafloor.
• Distinguish normal polarity from reversed polarity.

What causes the strange stripes on the seafloor?
Magnetometers in the oceans discovered strange patterns. This pattern of stripes is like what they discovered on the
seafloor. In this image, there is a dusky purple stripe in the center. Other colored stripes are symmetrical about the
dusky purple stripe. In the oceans, magnetic stripes are symmetrical about a mid-ocean ridge axis. What does this
have to do with continental drift?
Seafloor Magnetism

Warships also carried magnetometers. Like the echo sounders, the magnetometers were used to search for submarines. The magnetometers also revealed a lot about the magnetic properties of the seafloor.
15
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Polar Reversals

Looking at the magnetism of the seafloor, scientists discovered something astonishing. Many times in Earth’s history,
the magnetic poles have switched positions. North becomes south, and south becomes north! When the north and
south poles are aligned as they are now, geologists say it is normal polarity. When they are in the opposite position,
they say that it is reversed polarity.

Magnetic Stripes

Scientists were even more surprised to discover a pattern of magnetism on the seafloor. There are stripes with
different magnetism. Some stripes have normal polarity and some have reversed polarity. These stripes surround the
mid-ocean ridges. There is one long stripe with normal magnetism at the top of the ridge. Next to that stripe are
two long stripes with reversed magnetism. One is on either side of the normal stripe. Next come two normal stripes
and then two reversed stripes, and so on across the ocean floor. The magnetic stripes end abruptly at the edges of
continents. Sometimes the stripes end at a deep sea trench (Figure 4.1).

FIGURE 4.1
Scientists found that magnetic polarity in
the seafloor was normal at mid-ocean
ridges but reversed in symmetrical patterns away from the ridge center. This
normal and reversed pattern continues
across the seafloor.

Magnetometers are still towed behind research ships. They continue to map the magnetism of the seafloor.

Seafloor Ages

Different seafloor magnetic stripes equal different ages. By using geologic dating techniques, scientists could figure
out what these ages are. They found that the youngest rocks on the seafloor were at the mid-ocean ridges. The rocks
get older with distance from the ridge crest. Scientists were surprised to find that the oldest seafloor is less than 180
million years old. This may seem old, but the oldest continental crust is around 4 billion years old.
Scientists discovered another way to tell the approximate age of seafloor rocks. The rocks at the mid-ocean ridge
crest are nearly sediment free. The crust is also very thin there. With distance from the ridge crest, the sediments
and crust get thicker. This also supports the idea that the youngest rocks are on the ridge axis, and that the rocks get
older with distance away from the ridge (Figure 4.2). This is because the crust is new at the ridge, and so it is thin
and has no sediment. The crust gets older away from the ridge crest. It has cooled and has more sediment.
This leads to an important idea: some process is creating seafloor at the ridge crest. Somehow the older seafloor is
being destroyed. Finally, we get to the mechanism for continental drift.
16
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FIGURE 4.2
Seafloor is youngest near the mid-ocean
ridges and gets progressively older with
distance from the ridge. Orange areas
show the youngest seafloor. The oldest
seafloor is near the edges of continents
or deep sea trenches.

Summary

• Data from magnetometers dragged behind ships looking for enemy submarines in WWII discovered amazing
magnetic patterns on the seafloor.
• The magnetic pole reverses from time to time. The north pole becomes the south pole, and the south pole
becomes the north pole.
• Rocks of normal and reversed polarity are found in stripes symmetrically about the mid-ocean ridge axis.
• The seafloor is youngest at the ridge crest and oldest far away from the ridge crest. The oldest seafloor rocks
are about 180 million years, much younger than the oldest continental rocks.
Review

1.
2.
3.
4.

Describe how the magnetic stripe at the top of the mid-ocean ridge forms.
Describe the pattern the magnetic stripes make on the ocean floor.
How does magnetic polarity reveal the age of a piece of seafloor?
What is the pattern of seafloor age in the ocean basins?

References
1. . . CC BY-NC
2. Christopher Auyeung, based on image by US Geological Survey. CK-12 Foundation . CC BY-NC 3.0
3. Courtesy of National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:E
arth_seafloor_crust_age_1996.gif . Public Domain
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5

Determining Relative Ages

Learning Objectives

• Be able to determine the relative ages of a set of rocks.
• Understand the processes that can alter a set of rocks.

What are the relative ages of these rocks?
This photo shows rock layers and a fault—the fault is the large diagonal crack running through this rock. These
features can tell us several things about relative age. Unless the rock was turned over somehow, we can assume that
the layers on top are younger than the layers on the bottom. Since the fault separates the layers, we can tell that the
fault occurred after all the layers were deposited.
Determining the Relative Ages of Rocks

Steno’s principles are essential for determining the relative ages of rocks and rock layers. Remember that in relative
dating, scientists do not determine the exact age of a fossil or rock. They look at a sequence of rocks to try to
decipher when an event occurred relative to the other events represented in that sequence. The relative age of a
rock, then, is its age in comparison with other rocks. (1) Do you know which rock is older and which is younger?
(2) Do you know how old the rock’s layers are in years? For relative ages, you know #1 but not #2.
In some cases, it is very tricky to determine the sequence of events that leads to a certain formation. In the picture
below, can you figure out what happened in what order (Figure 5.1)? Write it down and then check the following
paragraphs.
The principle of cross-cutting relationships states that a fault or intrusion is younger than the rocks that it cuts
through. The fault cuts through all three sedimentary rock layers (A, B, and C) and also the intrusion (D). So the
fault must be the youngest feature. The intrusion (D) cuts through the three sedimentary rock layers, so it must be
18
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FIGURE 5.1
A geologic cross section: Sedimentary
rocks (A-C), igneous intrusion (D), fault
(E).

younger than those layers. By the law of superposition, C is the oldest sedimentary rock, B is younger and A is still
younger.
The full sequence of events is:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Layer C formed.
Layer B formed.
Layer A formed.
After layers A-B-C were present, intrusion D cut across all three.
Fault E formed, shifting rocks A through C and intrusion D.
Weathering and erosion created a layer of soil on top of layer A.

Summary

• The oldest rock units lie beneath the younger ones.
• By the principle of cross-cutting relationships (and common sense), we know that something must exist before
something else can cut across it.
• The history of a section of rocks can be deciphered using the principles outlined in this concept.
Review

1. What is relative age? How does it differ from absolute age?
2. Why do the principles of relative dating not indicate the absolute age of a rock unit?
3. Can you think of a way a rock unit with an older fossil could be above a rock until with a younger fossil?
Describe the scenario.
Explore More

Use the resource below to answer the questions that follow.
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MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/116780

1. Look at that geologic cross section. Do you think it’s possible to determine the geological processes that led
to the creation of those rocks in those locations in those orders?
2. How long a period of Earth history is represented by that diagram?
3. What is an unconformity? What causes it?
4. What was the first thing that happened to create the first rock layer?
5. What forces and processes create the mountains and valleys seen in the region?
6. When lava erupts, does it create a layer similar to a sedimentary rock?

References
1. User:Lysippos/Wikimedia Commons. http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hutton%27s_unconformity_s
iccar_point.JPG . CC BY 2.0
2. Kurt Rosenkrantz;User:Lysippos/Wikimedia Commons. CK-12 Foundation;http://commons.wikimedia.org/wi
ki/File:Hutton%27s_unconformity_siccar_point.JPG . CC BY-NC 3.0;CC BY 2.0;CC BY 3.0
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Concept 6. Formation of Earth

6

Formation of Earth

Learning Objectives

• Describe how Earth formed.
• Explain the origin of the Moon from Earth.

What was early Earth like?
Earth was not always the planet it is today. In its earliest days, Earth was scorching hot. It did not have an atmosphere
or water. If life originated early on, it was wiped out by the terrible conditions.

Formation of Earth and Moon

Material at similar distances from the Sun collided together to form each of the planets. Earth grew from material in
its part of space. The Moon’s origin is completely different from Earth’s.

Earth Forms

Earth formed like the other planets. Different materials in its region of space collided. Eventually, the material
made a planet. All of the collisions caused Earth to heat up. Rock and metal melted. The molten material separated
into layers. Gravity pulled the denser material into the center. The lighter elements rose to the surface (Figure 6.1).
Because the material separated, Earth’s core is made mostly of iron. Earth’s crust is made mostly of lighter materials.
In between the crust and the core is Earth’s mantle, made of solid rock.
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FIGURE 6.1
Earth’s layers.

Moon Forms

This model for how the Moon formed is the best fit of all of the data scientists have about the Moon.
In the early solar system, there was a lot of space debris. Asteroids flew around, sometimes striking the planets. An
asteroid the size of Mars smashed into Earth. The huge amount of energy from the impact melted most of Earth. The
asteroid melted too. Material from both Earth and the asteroid was thrown out into orbit. Over time, this material
smashed together to form our Moon. The lunar surface of the Moon is about 4.5 billion years old. This means that
the collision happened about 70 million years after Earth formed.

Summary

• Earth grew from material that collided in its part of space.
• The material melted and gravity separated it into layers.
• An enormous asteroid struck Earth. The material flew into orbit and came together to form the Moon.
Review

1. How did Earth form?
2. How did Earth material separate into layers?
3. How did the Moon form?

References
1. . . CC BY-NC
2. Laura Guerin;Dennis Nilsson (Wikimedia: DNA-webmaster). CK-12 Foundation;http://commons.wikimedi
a.org/wiki/File:AxialTiltObliquity.png . CC BY-NC 3.0;CC BY 3.0
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7

Continental Drift

Learning Objectives

• Identify the evidence Wegener had in support of his continental drift hypothesis.
• Apply the steps of scientific method to Wegener’s scientific investigation.

What does a scientist do with an interesting observation?
Alfred Wegener made an observation. From that observation, he made a hypothesis. He collected evidence that
would support or refute his hypothesis. What did that process look like?
Wegener’s Idea

Alfred Wegener, born in 1880, was a meteorologist and explorer. In 1910, he noticed that South America and Africa
appeared to fit together like puzzle pieces. He was certainly not the first person to notice this. But he was intrigued
by the idea and thought a lot about it. He wondered if the two continents were once joined and then moved apart?
He set out to find evidence to support or refute this idea.
Wegener’s Evidence

Here is the main evidence that Wegener and his supporters collected for his continental drift hypothesis:
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Fit of the Continents

The continents appear to fit together, and not just South America and Africa. If the continental margins are included,
the fit is even better.

FIGURE 7.1
This figure shows the evolution of the continents, from the super-continent Pangaea to the way they look now.

Distribution of Fossils

Wegener found fossil evidence that the continents were once joined (Figure 7.2). The same type of plant and animal
fossils are found on continents that are now widely separated. These organisms would not have been able to travel
across the oceans. So how did the fossils get so far apart?
Fossils of the seed fern Glossopteris are found across all of the southern continents. These seeds are too heavy to
be carried across the ocean by wind. Mesosaurus fossils are found in South America and South Africa. Mesosaurus
could swim, but only in fresh water. Cynognathus and Lystrosaurus were reptiles that lived on land. Both of
these animals were unable to swim at all. Their fossils have been found across South America, Africa, India, and
Antarctica.
Wegener thought that all of these organisms must have lived side by side. The lands later moved apart so that the
fossils are separated.

Distribution of Rocks and Structures

Wegener found rocks of the same type and age on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean. He thought that it could not
be a coincidence! He said that the rocks must have formed side by side. These rocks then drifted apart on separate
continents.
Wegener also matched up mountain ranges across the Atlantic Ocean. The Appalachian Mountains were just like
mountain ranges in eastern Greenland, Ireland, Great Britain, and Norway. Wegener concluded that they formed as
a single mountain range. This mountain range broke apart as the continents split up. The mountain range separated
as the continents drifted.
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FIGURE 7.2
Wegener used fossil evidence to support his continental drift hypothesis. The
fossils of these organisms are found on
lands that are now far apart. Wegener
suggested that when the organisms were
alive, the lands were joined and the organisms were living side-by-side.

Climate Zones

Climate is found in zones around the planet. Warm tropical climates are mostly found near the Equator. Glaciers are
mostly found nearer the poles. Wegener assumed that these things were true in the ancient past.

Glaciers

Wegener looked at evidence from ancient glaciers. Glaciers are found in very cold climates near the poles. The
evidence left by some ancient glaciers is very close to the Equator. Did glaciers once exist near the equator? Wegener
knew that this was extremely unlikely! However, if the continents had moved, the glaciers would have been centered
close to the South Pole.

Tropics

Coral reefs are found only in warm water. Coal swamps are also found in tropical and subtropical environments.
Wegener discovered ancient coal seams and coral reef fossils in areas that are much too cold today. Wegener thought
that ancient coral and coal plants existed at about the same latitude where they are found today. He again stated that
it was the continents that moved.

Summary

• Alfred Wegener made an observation. Africa and South America appeared to fit together like puzzle pieces.
• Wegener then asked an important question and set about to answer it. Were the continents once joined and
then they drifted apart?
• Wegener collected a great deal of evidence to support his idea. Wegener’s evidence included the fit of the
continents, the distribution of ancient fossils, the placement of similar rocks and structures on the opposite
sides of oceans, and indicators of ancient climate found in locations where those climates do not exist today.
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Review

1.
2.
3.
4.

What was the scientific question that Wegener asked?
What did he need to do to explore the question and make it into a hypothesis?
What evidence did Wegener have to support his idea?
Describe how Wegener used each type of evidence to support his idea.

Explore More

Use the resources below to answer the questions that follow.

MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/1450

1. Who was Alfred Wegener?
2. What evidence did Wegener find for Pangaea?
3. What was the response to Wegener’s hypothesis?

MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/1451

4.
5.
6.
7.

What is the continental drift hypothesis?
What do the continental plates consist of?
What were formed when Pangaea broke apart?
Is the word "theory" misused in these two videos? What is the better word?

References
1. Patrick Kelley, US Coast Guard. http://www.flickr.com/photos/usgeologicalsurvey/4371016246/ . CC BY
2.0;CC BY-NC 3.0
2. Image copyright plena, 2013;Rich Moffitt;Patrick Kelley, US Coast Guard. http://www.shutterstock.com;http
://www.flickr.com/photos/shutterbc/734205149/;http://www.flickr.com/photos/usgeologicalsurvey/4371016246
/ . Used under license from Shutterstock.com;CC BY 2.0;CC BY-NC 3.0
3. Courtesy of the US Geological Survey, User:Osvaldocangaspadilla/Wikimedia Commons;Patrick Kelley, US
Coast Guard. http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Snider-Pellegrini_Wegener_fossil_map.svg;http://www.f
lickr.com/photos/usgeologicalsurvey/4371016246/ . Public Domain;CC BY 2.0;CC BY-NC 3.0
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Concept 8. Rock Cycle Processes

8

Rock Cycle Processes

Learning Objectives

• Explain the processes of the rock cycle.

Is this what geologists mean by the rock cycle?
Okay, maybe not. The rock cycle shows how any type of rock can become any other type of rock. The three rock
types are joined together by the processes that change one to another.

The Rock Cycle

You learned about the three rock types: igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic. You also learned that all of these
rocks can change. In fact, any rock can change to become any other type of rock. These changes usually happen
very slowly. Some changes happen below Earth’s surface. Some changes happen above ground. These changes are
all part of the rock cycle. The rock cycle describes each of the main types of rocks, how they form, and how they
change.
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The figure below shows how the three main rock types are related to each other (Figure 8.1). The arrows within the
circle show how one type of rock may change to rock of another type. These are the processes that change one rock
type to another rock type.

FIGURE 8.1
The Rock Cycle.

Processes of the Rock Cycle

There are three main processes that can change rock:
• Cooling and crystallization. Deep within the Earth, temperatures can get hot enough to create magma. As
magma cools, crystals grow, forming an igneous rock. The crystals grow larger if the magma cools slowly, as
it does if it remains deep within the Earth. If the magma cools quickly, the crystals will be very small. When
crystals form from magma it is called crystallization.
• Weathering and erosion. Water, wind, ice, and even plants and animals all act to wear down rocks. Over time
they can break larger rocks into sediments. Rocks break down by the process called weathering. Moving
water, wind, and glaciers then carry these pieces from one place to another. This is called erosion. The
sediments are eventually dropped, or deposited, somewhere. This process is called sedimentation. The
sediments may then be compacted and cemented together. This forms a sedimentary rock. This whole process
can take hundreds or thousands of years.
• Metamorphism. This long word means “to change form.“ A rock undergoes metamorphism if it is exposed to
extreme heat and pressure within the crust. With metamorphism, the rock does not melt all the way. The rock
changes due to heat and pressure. A metamorphic rock may have a new mineral composition and/or texture.
The rock cycle really has no beginning or end. It just continues. The processes involved in the rock cycle take place
over hundreds, thousands, or even millions of years. Even though for us rocks are solid and unchanging, they slowly
change all the time.
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MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/236608

Summary

• The three main rock types are igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary.
• The three processes that change one rock to another are crystallization, metamorphism, and erosion and
sedimentation.
• Any rock can transform into any other rock by passing through one or more of these processes. This creates
the rock cycle.

Review

1. What processes create igneous rocks?
2. What processes create metamorphic rocks?
3. What processes create sedimentary rocks?

Explore More

Use this video to answer the questions that follow.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

What are the three rock types?
What happens to sedimentary rocks on Earth’s surface?
What happens over time to make sediments into sedimentary rocks?
How can you tell a sedimentary rock from another type?
What happens to a sedimentary rock if you apply heat and pressure?
How might this happen?
How does an igneous rock form?
What causes the structures of igneous rocks to be different?
How can an igneous rock become a sedimentary rock? A metamorphic rock?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

What are the three rock types?
What happens to sedimentary rocks on Earth’s surface?
What happens over time to make sediments into sedimentary rocks?
How can you tell a sedimentary rock from another type?
What happens to a sedimentary rock if you apply heat and pressure?
How might this happen?
How does an igneous rock form?
What causes the structures of igneous rocks to be different?
How can an igneous rock become a sedimentary rock? A metamorphic rock?
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References
1. User:Woudloper/Wikimedia Commons; modified by CK-12 Foundation. http://commons.wikimedia.org/wik
i/File:Rockcycle.jpg . Public Domain
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) http://www.flickr.com/photos/30486689@N08/2932215767/ . Public Domain;CC BY 2.0
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Concept 9. Tree Rings, Ice Cores, and Varves

9

Tree Rings, Ice Cores, and
Varves

Learning Objectives

• Learn three ways that scientists can get an absolute age: tree rings, ice cores, and varves.

How could you tell the age of this ruin?
Mesa Verde in Southwestern Colorado is the site of beautiful cliff dwellings. The people who inhabited these
dwellings are long gone. If you go there you will hear the history of the area, complete with dates. How do
archeologists know when the people lived here? How do they know the ages of the structures there? Tree ring dating
is extremely useful for finding the age of ancient structures.

Tree Ring Dating

Cut into a tree and you can see its rings. In some locations, the summer growth band is light-colored and the winter
band is dark. Each light-dark band represents one year. You can tell how long the tree lived by counting the number
of tree rings (Figure 9.1). Age dating by tree rings is called dendrochronology.
You can tell other things from tree rings too. In a good year a tree will produce a wide ring. A summer drought will
produce a smaller ring. These variations will appear in all trees in a region. The same pattern can be found in all the
trees in the area. This pattern helps scientist to identify a particular time period.
Scientists have records of tree rings going back over the past 2,000 years. By matching up patterns they can tell
when a tree (or a piece of wood from one) lived. Wood fragments from old buildings and ancient ruins can be age
dated. The outermost ring gives the date when the tree died.
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FIGURE 9.1
Cross-section showing growth rings.

Ice Cores

Other processes create yearly layers that can be used for dating. On a glacier, snow falls in winter. In summer,
dust accumulates. This leads to a snow-dust annual pattern. This pattern can be seen down into the ice (Figure
9.2). Scientists drill deep into ice sheets. Ice cores can be hundreds of meters long. The ice cores show how the
environment has changed. Gas bubbles in the ice can be analyzed to show how atmospheric gases have changed.
This can yield clues about climate. Long ice cores have allowed scientists to create a record of polar climate going
back hundreds of thousands of years.

FIGURE 9.2
Ice core section showing annual layers.

Varves

Lake sediments also have an annual pattern. This is easy to see in lakes that are located at the end of glaciers. The
glacier melts rapidly in the summer. This produces a thick deposit of sediment in the lake. Thin, clay-rich layers
are deposited in the winter. The resulting layers are called varves. Varves give scientists clues about past climate
conditions (Figure 9.3). A warm summer might result in a very thick sediment layer. A cooler summer might yield
a thinner layer. Like tree rings, these patterns can be used to identify time periods.

FIGURE 9.3
Ancient varve sediments in a rock outcrop.
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Summary

• Where conditions vary seasonally, trees develop distinctive rings. Ice contains more or less dust. Lake
sediments show more or less clay.
• Tree rings, ice cores, and varves indicate the environmental conditions at the time they were made.
• The distinctive patterns of tree rings, ice cores, and varves go back thousands of years. They can be used to
determine the time they were made.
Review

1. Why are these three dating methods considered absolute age dating?
2. Describe how tree rings indicate time. Do the same for ice cores and varves.
3. Describe how tree rings, ice cores, and varves indicate what was going on in the environment when they
formed.
Explore More

Use the resources below to answer the questions that follow.

MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/4805

1.
2.
3.
4.

What do annual tree rings tell scientists?
What can be learned from tree rings?
What do tree rings indicate about the lost colony of Roanoke, Virginia?
What type of trees do scientists look for? Why?

MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/4806

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

What is trapped in the ice cores and when it it from?
How long have ice cores been studied?
What can be learned from ice cores?
What circumstances make the best ice cores? What is a good location to obtain cores like this?
How much would sea level rise if the Greenland ice sheet melted?

References
1. . . CC BY-NC
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3. Courtesy of US Geological Survey, provided by Eric Cravens, Assistant Curator, National Ice Core Laboratory.
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:GISP2D1837_crop.jpg . Public Domain
4. James St. John (Flickr:jsj1771). http://www.flickr.com/photos/jsjgeology/8280544003/ . CC BY 2.0
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10

Earth’s Layers

Learning Objectives

• Identify Earth’s layers and describe their characteristics.

What’s below our feet? What’s way below?
If we could cut Earth open, we’d see the inner core at the center, then the outer core, the mantle in the middle and
the crust on the outside. If you are talking about plates, though, there’s the brittle lithosphere riding on the plastic
asthenosphere. Whew!
Layers by Composition

The layers scientists recognize are pictured below (Figure 10.1).
Core, mantle, and crust are divisions based on composition:
1. The crust is less than 1% of Earth by mass. The two types are oceanic crust and continental crust.Continental
crust is felsic and oceanic crust is mafic.
2. The mantle is hot, ultramafic rock. It represents about 68% of Earth’s mass.
3. The core is mostly iron metal. The core makes up about 31% of the Earth.
Layers by Mechanical Properties

Lithosphere and asthenosphere are divisions based on mechanical properties:
1. The lithosphere is composed of both the crust and the portion of the upper mantle and behaves as a brittle,
rigid solid.
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FIGURE 10.1
A cross section of Earth showing the following layers: (1) crust (2) mantle (3a)
outer core (3b) inner core (4) lithosphere
(5) asthenosphere (6) outer core (7) inner
core.

2. The asthenosphere is partially molten upper mantle material and behaves plastically and can flow.

MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/186096

MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/186098

Summary

• By composition, Earth is divided into core, mantle, and crust.
• By mechanical properties, the crust and upper mantle are divided into lithosphere and asthenosphere.
• Continental crust is felsic, oceanic crust is mafic, the mantle is ultramafic, and the core is metallic.
Review

1. What are the the layers of Earth based on composition and where are they located?
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2. What is the composition of the different layers?
3. How do the lithosphere and asthenosphere differ from each other?

References
1. Christopher Auyeung and Laura Guerin. CK-12 Foundation . CC BY-NC 3.0
2. Courtesy of the US Geological Survey. http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Earth_cross_section-i18.png
. Public Domain
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11

Convection

Learning Objectives

• Define convection, and explain how it occurs.
• Describe convection currents.
• Give examples of the transfer of thermal energy by convection.

Do you see the water bubbling in this pot? The water is boiling hot. How does all of the water in the pot get hot
when it is heated only from the bottom by the gas flame? The answer is convection.
Defining Convection

Convection is the transfer of thermal energy by particles moving through a fluid (either a gas or a liquid). Thermal
energy is the total kinetic energy of moving particles of matter, and the transfer of thermal energy is called heat.
Convection is one of three ways that thermal energy can be transferred (the other ways are conduction and thermal
radiation). Thermal energy is always transferred from matter with a higher temperature to matter with a lower
temperature.

MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/166968
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How Does Convection Occur?

The Figure 11.1 shows how convection occurs, using hot water in a pot as an example. When particles in one area
of a fluid (in this case, the water at the bottom of the pot) gain thermal energy, they move more quickly, have more
collisions, and spread farther apart. This decreases the density of the particles, so they rise up through the fluid.
As they rise, they transfer their thermal energy to other particles of the fluid and cool off in the process. With less
energy, the particles move more slowly, have fewer collisions, and move closer together. This increases their density,
so they sink back down through the fluid. When they reach the bottom of the fluid, the cycle repeats. The result is a
loop of moving particles called a convection current.

FIGURE 11.1

Examples of Convection

Convection currents transfer thermal energy through many fluids, not just hot water in a pot. For example, convection
currents transfer thermal energy through molten rock below Earth’s surface, through water in the oceans, and through
air in the atmosphere. Convection currents in the atmosphere create winds. You can see one way this happens in the
Figure 11.2. The land heats up and cools off faster than the water because it has lower specific heat. Therefore, the
land gets warmer during the day and cooler at night than the water does. During the day, warm air rises above the
land and cool air from the water moves in to take its place. During the night, the opposite happens. Warm air rises
above the water and cool air from the land moves out to take its place.
Q: During the day, in which direction is thermal energy of the air transferred? In which direction is it transferred
during the night?
A: During the day, thermal energy is transferred from the air over the land to the air over the water. During the night,
thermal energy is transferred in the opposite direction.

Summary

• Convection is the transfer of thermal energy by particles moving through a fluid. Thermal energy is always
transferred from an area with a higher temperature to an area with a lower temperature.
• Moving particles transfer thermal energy through a fluid by forming convection currents.
• Convection currents move thermal energy through many fluids, including molten rock inside Earth, water in
the oceans, and air in the atmosphere.
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FIGURE 11.2

Review

1. What is convection?
2. Describe how convection occurs and why convection currents form.
3. Add arrows representing convection currents to the room in the Figure 11.3 to show how thermal energy
moves from the radiator to the rest of the room. Label areas of the room that are warm and cool.

FIGURE 11.3
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12

Seismic Waves

Learning Objectives

• Describe the different types of seismic waves.
• Explain how scientists attempt to predict earthquakes.

Are seismic waves like ocean waves?
Yes, in some ways. Ocean waves travel at the interface between the sea surface and the atmosphere. They have all
the features that all waves have. Some seismic waves also travel at an interface. Which ones?
Seismic Waves

Seismic waves are the energy from earthquakes. Seismic waves move outward in all directions away from their
source. Each type of seismic wave travels at different speeds in different materials. All seismic waves travel through
rock, but not all travel through liquid or gas. Geologists study seismic waves to learn about earthquakes and the
Earth’s interior.

Wave Structure

Seismic waves are just one type of wave. Sound and light also travel in waves. Every wave has a high point called
a crest and a low point called a trough. The height of a wave from the center line to its crest is its amplitude. The
horizontal distance between waves from crest to crest (or trough to trough) is its wavelength (Figure 12.1).
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FIGURE 12.1
The energy from earthquakes travels in
waves, such as the one shown in this
diagram.

Types of Seismic Waves

There are two major types of seismic waves. Body waves travel through the Earth’s interior. Surface waves travel
along the ground surface. In an earthquake, body waves are responsible for the sharp jolts. Surface waves are
responsible for the rolling motions that do most of the damage in an earthquake.

Body Waves

Primary waves (P-waves) and secondary waves (S-waves) are the two types of body waves (Figure 12.2). Body
waves move at different speeds through different materials.
P-waves are faster. They travel at about 6 to 7 kilometers (about 4 miles) per second. Primary waves are so named
because they are the first waves to reach a seismometer. P-waves squeeze and release rocks as they travel. The
material returns to its original size and shape after the P-wave goes by. For this reason, P-waves are not the most
damaging earthquake waves. P-waves travel through solids, liquids, and gases.
S-waves are slower than P-waves. They are the second waves to reach a seismometer. S-waves move up and down.
They change the rock’s shape as they travel. S-waves are about half as fast as P-waves, at about 3.5 km (2 miles) per
second. S-waves can only move through solids. This is because liquids and gases don’t resist changing shape.

FIGURE 12.2
P-waves and S-waves are the two types
of body waves.
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Surface Waves

FIGURE 12.3
Love waves and Rayleigh waves are the
two types of surface waves.

Surface waves travel along the ground outward from an earthquake’s epicenter. Surface waves are the slowest of all
seismic waves. They travel at 2.5 km (1.5 miles) per second. There are two types of surface waves. Love waves
move side-to-side, much like a snake. Rayleigh waves produce a rolling motion as they move up and backward
(Figure 12.3). Surface waves cause objects to fall and rise. They also cause objects to sway back and forth. These
motions cause damage to rigid structures during an earthquake.

Summary

• Body waves travel through the body of a planet. Surface waves travel along the surface.
• There are two types of body waves: P-waves travel fastest and through solids, liquids, and gases; S-waves
only travel through solids.
• Surface waves are the slowest, but they do the most damage in an earthquake.

Review

1. Draw a set of waves and label the parts: crest, trough, amplitude, wavelength.
2. Compare and contrast P-waves and S-waves.
3. Describe the motions of surface waves.

Explore More

Use the resource below to answer the questions that follow.
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MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/58914

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What are body waves?
Which waves move the fastest?
What are the S-waves? Describe them.
What happens to body waves as they move through the Earth?
What are the two types of surface waves?
Describe how surface waves travel.

References
1. User:Crickett/Wikipedia. http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Seismogram.gif . Public Domain
2. Raymond Chou;User:Crickett/Wikipedia. CK-12 Foundation;http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Seis
mogram.gif . CC BY-NC 3.0;Public Domain
3. Courtesy of the US Geological Survey;User:Crickett/Wikipedia. http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:P
swaves.jpg;http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Seismogram.gif . Public Domain
4. Courtesy of the US Geological Survey;User:Crickett/Wikipedia. http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:P
swaves.jpg;http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Seismogram.gif . Public Domain
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13

Heat, Temperature, and
Thermal Energy Transfer

Learning Objectives

•
•
•
•
•

Define heat.
Define temperature.
Describe thermal energy transfer.
Define Celsius and Kelvin temperature scales.
Convert Celsius temperatures to Kelvin and vice versa.

The temperature of basalt lava at Kilauea (Hawaii) reaches 1,160 degrees Celsius (2,120 degrees Fahrenheit). A
crude estimation of temperature can be determined by looking at the color of the rock: orange-to-yellow colors are
emitted when rocks (or metals) are hotter than about 900 degrees Celsius; dark-to-bright cherry red is characteristic
as material cools to 630 degrees Celsius; faint red glow persists down to about 480 degrees Celsius. For comparison,
a pizza oven is commonly operated at temperatures ranging from 260 to 315 degrees Celsius.
Heat, Temperature, and Thermal Energy Transfer

The first theory about how a hot object differs from a cold object was formed in the 18th century. The suggested
explanation was that when an object was heated, an invisible fluid called “caloric” was added to the object. Hot
objects contained more caloric than cold objects. The caloric theory could explain some observations about heated
objects (such as that the fact that objects expanded as they were heated) but could not explain others (such as why
your hands got warm when you rub them together).
In the mid-19th century, scientists devised a new theory to explain heat. The new theory was based on the assumption
that matter is made up of tiny particles that are always in motion. In a hot object, the particles move faster and
therefore have greater kinetic energy. The theory is called the kinetic-molecular theory and is the accepted theory
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of heat. Just as a baseball has a certain amount of kinetic energy due to its mass and velocity, each molecule has a
certain amount of kinetic energy due to its mass and velocity. Adding up the kinetic energy of all the molecules in
an object yields the thermal energy of the object.
When a hot object and a cold object touch each other, the molecules of the objects collide along the surface where
they touch. When higher kinetic energy molecules collide with lower kinetic energy molecules, kinetic energy is
passed from the molecules with more kinetic energy to those with less kinetic energy. In this way, heat always flows
from hot to cold and heat will continue to flow until the two objects have the same temperature. The movement of
heat from one object to another by molecular collision is called conduction.
Heat is the energy that flows as a result of a difference in temperature. We use the symbol Q for heat. Heat, like all
forms of energy, is measured in joules.
The temperature of an object is a measurement of the average kinetic energy of all the molecules of the object.
You should note the difference between heat and temperature. Heat is the sum of all the kinetic energies of all the
molecules of an object, while temperature is the average kinetic energy of the molecules of an object. If an object
was composed of exactly three molecules and the kinetic energies of the three molecules are 50 J, 70 J, and 90 J, the
heat would be 210 J and the temperature would be 70 J.
The terms hot and cold refer to temperature. A hot object has greater average kinetic energy but may not have greater
total kinetic energy. Suppose you were to compare a milliliter of water near the boiling point with a bathtub full of
water at room temperature. The bathtub contains a billion times as many water molecules, and therefore has a higher
total kinetic energy and more heat. Nonetheless, we would consider the bathtub colder because its average kinetic
energy, or temperature, is lower.

Temperature Scales: Celsius and Kelvin
A thermometer is a device used to measure temperature. It is placed in contact with an object and allowed to
reach thermal equilibrium with the object (they will have the same temperature). The operation of a thermometer is
based on some property, such as volume, that varies with temperature. The most common thermometers contain
liquid mercury, or some other liquid, inside a sealed glass tube. The liquid expands and contracts faster than
the glass tube. Therefore, when the temperature of the thermometer increases, the liquid volume expands faster
than the glass volume, allowing the liquid to rise in the tube. The positions of the liquid in the tube can then
be calibrated for accurate temperature readings. Other properties that change with temperature can also be used to
make thermometers; liquid crystal colors and electrical conductivity change with temperature, and are also relatively
common thermometers.
The most commonly used temperature scale in the United States is the Fahrenheit scale. However, this scale is rarely
used throughout the world; the metric temperature scale is Celsius. This scale, based on the properties of water, was
devised by the Swedish physicist, Anders Celsius (1704 - 1744). The freezing point of water is 0◦ C and the boiling
point of water was assigned to be 100◦ C. The kinetic energies between these two points was divided evenly into 100
“degrees Celsius”.
The Kelvin or “Absolute” temperature scale is the scale often used by chemists and physicists. It is based on
the temperature at which all molecular motion ceases; this temperature is called absolute zero and is 0 K. This
temperature corresponds to -273.15◦ C. Since absolute zero is the coldest possible temperature, there are no negative
values on the Kelvin temperature scale. Conveniently, the Kelvin and Celsius scales have the same definition of a
degree, which makes it very easy to convert from one scale to the other. The relationship between Celsius and Kelvin
temperature scales is given by:
K = ◦ C + 273.15
On the Kelvin scale, water freezes at 273 K and boils at 373 K.
Example
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Convert 25◦ C to Kelvin.
K = ◦ C + 273 = 25◦ C + 273 = 298 K
CK-12 Interactives

SIMULATION
Learn about the relationship between heat energy and
temperature in the context of a hot kitchen oven.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/physics/temperature/simulationint/HotOven

SIMULATION
A

simulation

highlighting

the

connection

between

temperature and molecular motion.
URL:

http://www.ck12.org/chemistry/kinetic-molecular-

theory/simulationint/Building-Bridges

Summary

• The thermal energy, or heat, of an object is obtained by adding up the kinetic energy of all the molecules
within it.
• Temperature is the average kinetic energy of the molecules.
• Absolute zero is the temperature where molecular motion stops and is the lowest possible temperature.
• Zero on the Celsius scale is the freezing point of water and 100◦ C is the boiling point of water.
• The relationship between Celsius and Kelvin temperature scales is given by K = ◦ C + 273.15.
Review

1. Convert 4.22 K to ◦ C.
2. Convert 37◦ C to K.
3. If you had beeswax attached to one end of a metal skewer and you placed the other end of the skewer in a
flame, what would happen after a few minutes?
4. Which contains more heat, a coffee cup of boiling water or a bathtub of room temperature water?
Explore More

Use this resource to answer the questions that follow.
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MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/82540

1. Which material was a better conductor of heat?
2. Explain why metals feel cold even when thay are at room temperature.

Resources

This MIT video examines the phenomenon of Joule heating through the perspective of a blender, reproducing the
experiment of the English physicist James Prescott Joule.

MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/210599

• thermal energy: The total energy of a substance particles due to their translational movement or vibrations.
• heat: energy transferred from one body to another by thermal interactions.
• temperature: A measurement of the average kinetic energy of the molecules in an object or system and can
be measured with a thermometer or a calorimeter.
• conduction: The transfer of thermal energy by the movement of particles that are in contact with each other.
• absolute zero: The lowest possible temperature, at which point the atoms of a substance transmit no thermal
energy - they are completely at rest. It is 0 degrees on the Kelvin scale, which translates to -273.15 degrees
Celsius (or -459.67 degrees Fahrenheit).

References
1. Courtesy of the National Parks Service. http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Volcano_q.jpg . Public
Domain
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14

Water and Life

Learning Objectives

•
•
•
•
•

Describe the distribution of Earth’s water.
Explain a polar molecule.
Describe the significance of hydrogen bonds.
Identify water’s structure and properties.
Explain why water is essential for life.

Dihydrogen oxide, or dihydrogen monoxide. Does this chemical sound dangerous?
Another name for this compound is. . . water. Water can create some absolutely beautiful sights. Iguassu Falls is the
largest series of waterfalls on the planet, located in Brazil, Argentina, and Paraguay. And water is necessary for life.
The importance of water to life cannot be emphasized enough. All life needs water. Life started in water. Essentially,
without this simple three atom molecule, life would not exist.
Water

Water, like carbon, has a special role in living things. It is needed by all known forms of life. Water is a simple
molecule, containing just three atoms. Nonetheless, water’s structure gives it unique properties that help explain
why it is vital to all living organisms.
Water, Water Everywhere

Water is a common chemical substance on planet Earth. In fact, Earth is sometimes called the "water planet" because
almost 75% of its surface is covered with water. If you look at Figure 14.1, you will see where Earth’s water is found.
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The term water generally refers to its liquid state, and water is a liquid over a wide range of temperatures on Earth.
However, water also occurs on Earth as a solid (ice) and as a gas (water vapor).

FIGURE 14.1
Most of the water on Earth consists of
saltwater in the oceans. What percent of
Earth’s water is fresh water? Where is
most of the fresh water found?

Structure and Properties of Water

No doubt, you are already aware of some of the properties of water. For example, you probably know that water is
tasteless and odorless. You also probably know that water is transparent, which means that light can pass through it.
This is important for organisms that live in the water, because some of them need sunlight to make food.
Chemical Structure of Water
To understand some of water’s properties, you need to know more about its chemical structure. As you have seen,
each molecule of water consists of one atom of oxygen and two atoms of hydrogen. The oxygen atom in a water
molecule attracts negatively-charged electrons more strongly than the hydrogen atoms do. As a result, the oxygen
atom has a slightly negative charge, and the hydrogen atoms have a slightly positive charge. A difference in electrical
charge between different parts of the same molecule is called polarity, making water a polar molecule. The diagram
in Figure 14.2 shows water’s polarity.
Opposites attract when it comes to charged molecules. In the case of water, the positive (hydrogen) end of one water
molecule is attracted to the negative (oxygen) end of a nearby water molecule. Because of this attraction, weak bonds
form between adjacent water molecules, as shown in Figure 14.3. The type of bond that forms between molecules
is called a hydrogen bond. Bonds between molecules are not as strong as bonds within molecules. There are just
many more hydrogen bonds in water (between water molecules) than there are covalent bonds within a molecule.
The hydrogen bonds may not be strong, but in water they are strong enough to hold together nearby molecules.
Properties of Water
Hydrogen bonds between water molecules explain some of water’s properties. For example, hydrogen bonds explain
why water molecules tend to stick together. Have you ever watched water drip from a leaky faucet or from a melting
icicle? If you have, then you know that water always falls in drops rather than as separate molecules. The dew drops
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FIGURE 14.2
Water Molecule. This diagram shows the
positive and negative parts of a water
molecule. It also depicts how a charge,
such as on an ion (Na or Cl, for example)
can interact with a water molecule.

FIGURE 14.3
Hydrogen Bonding in Water Molecules.
Hydrogen bonds form between nearby
water molecules. How do you think this
might affect water’s properties?
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in Figure 14.4 are another example of water molecules sticking together.

FIGURE 14.4
Droplets of Dew. Drops of dew cling to a
spider web in this picture. Can you think
of other examples of water forming drops?
(Hint: What happens when rain falls on a
newly waxed car?)

Hydrogen bonds cause water to have a relatively high boiling point of 100◦ C (212◦ F). Because of its high boiling
point, most water on Earth is in a liquid state rather than in a gaseous state. Water in its liquid state is needed by all
living things. Hydrogen bonds also cause water to expand when it freezes. This, in turn, causes ice to have a lower
density (mass/volume) than liquid water. The lower density of ice means that it floats on water. For example, in cold
climates, ice floats on top of the water in lakes. This allows lake animals such as fish to survive the winter by staying
in the water under the ice.

Water and Life

The human body is about 70% water (not counting the water in body fat, which varies from person to person). The
body needs all this water to function normally. Just why is so much water required by human beings and other
organisms? Water can dissolve many substances that organisms need, and it is necessary for many biochemical
reactions. The examples below are among the most important biochemical processes that occur in living things, but
they are just two of many ways that water is involved in biochemical reactions.
• Photosynthesis—In this process, cells use the energy in sunlight to change carbon dioxide and water to glucose
and oxygen. Water is a reactant in this process. The reactions of photosynthesis can be represented by the
chemical equation
6CO2 + 6H2 O + Energy → C6 H12 O6 + 6O2 .
• Cellular respiration—In this process, cells break down glucose in the presence of oxygen and release carbon
dioxide, water (a product), and energy. The reactions of cellular respiration can be represented by the chemical
equation
C6 H12 O6 + 6O2 → 6CO2 + 6H2 O + Energy.
Water is involved in many other biochemical reactions. As a result, just about all life processes depend on water.
Clearly, life as we know it could not exist without water.
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MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/183302

Summary

•
•
•
•

Water is needed by all known forms of life.
Due to the difference in the distribution of charge, water is a polar molecule.
Hydrogen bonds hold adjacent water molecules together.
Water is involved in many biochemical reactions. As a result, just about all life processes depend on water.

Review

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Where is most of Earth’s water found?
What percent of Earth’s water is fresh water?
What is polarity? Describe the polarity of water.
How could you demonstrate to a child that solid water is less dense than liquid water?
Explain how water’s polarity is related to its boiling point.
Explain why metabolism in organisms depends on water.

References
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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15 Carbon Cycle and Climate

Learning Objectives

• Explain the carbon cycle.

What is a diamond?
Carbon takes all sorts of forms as an element and as a compound. A diamond is just carbon, pure carbon. A diamond
is good for cutting things, but it’s not good for breathing or building proteins out of, yet other forms of carbon are.
Carbon is essential for life on Earth and, as carbon dioxide, it is an important atmospheric gas.
The Carbon Cycle

Carbon is a very important element to living things. As the second most common element in the human body,
we know that human life without carbon would not be possible. Protein, carbohydrates, and fats are all part of
the body and all contain carbon. When your body breaks down food to produce energy, you break down protein,
carbohydrates, and fat, and you breathe out carbon dioxide.
Carbon occurs in many forms on Earth. The element moves through organisms and then returns to the environment.
When all this happens in balance, the ecosystem remains in balance too.
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The short term cycling of carbon begins with carbon dioxide (CO2 ) in the atmosphere.

Photosynthesis

Through photosynthesis, the inorganic carbon in carbon dioxide plus water and energy from sunlight is transformed
into organic carbon (food) with oxygen given off as a waste product. The chemical equation for photosynthesis is:

Respiration

Plants and animals engage in the reverse of photosynthesis, which is respiration. In respiration, animals use oxygen
to convert the organic carbon in sugar into food energy they can use. Plants also go through respiration and consume
some of the sugars they produce.
The chemical reaction for respiration is:
C6 H12 O6 + 6 O2 → 6 CO2 + 6 H2 O + useable energy
Photosynthesis and respiration are a gas exchange process. In photosynthesis, CO2 is converted to O2 ; in respiration,
O2 is converted to CO2 .
Remember that plants do not create energy. They change the energy from sunlight into chemical energy that plants
and animals can use as food (Figure 15.1).

FIGURE 15.1
The carbon cycle shows where a carbon
atom might be found.

The black num-

bers indicate how much carbon is stored
in various reservoirs, in billions of tons
("GtC" stands for gigatons of carbon).
The purple numbers indicate how much
carbon moves between reservoirs each
year. The sediments, as defined in this
diagram, do not include the ~70 million
GtC of carbonate rock and kerogen.
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Long-Term Carbon Cycling
Carbon Sinks and Carbon Sources

Places in the ecosystem that store carbon are reservoirs. Places that supply and remove carbon are carbon sources
and carbon sinks, respectively. If more carbon is provided than stored, the place is a carbon source. If more carbon
dioxide is absorbed than is emitted, the reservoir is a carbon sink. What are some examples of carbon sources and
sinks?
• Carbon sinks are reservoirs where carbon is stored. Healthy living forests and the oceans act as carbon sinks.
• Carbon sources are reservoirs from which carbon can enter the environment. The mantle is a source of carbon
from volcanic gases.
A reservoir can change from a sink to a source and vice versa. A forest is a sink, but when the forest burns it becomes
a source.
The amount of time that carbon stays, on average, in a reservoir is the residence time of carbon in that reservoir.

Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide

Remember that the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere is very low. This means that a small increase or decrease in
the atmospheric CO2 can have a large effect.
By measuring the composition of air bubbles trapped in glacial ice, scientists can learn the amount of atmospheric
CO2 at times in the past. Of particular interest is the time just before the Industrial Revolution, when society began
to use fossil fuels. That value is thought to be the natural content of CO2 for this time period; that number was 280
parts per million (ppm).
By 1958, when scientists began to directly measure CO2 content from the atmosphere at Mauna Loa volcano in the
Pacific Ocean, the amount was 316 ppm (Figure below ). In 2018, the atmospheric CO2 content crossed over to 410
ppm.

FIGURE 15.2
The amount of CO2 in the atmosphere
has been measured at Mauna Loa Observatory since 1958. The blue line shows
yearly averaged CO2 . The red line shows
seasonal variations in CO2 .
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This is an increase in atmospheric CO2 of 40% since the before the Industrial Revolution. About 65% of that increase
has occurred since the first CO2 measurements were made on Mauna Loa Volcano, Hawaii, in 1958.
Human Actions Impact the Carbon Cycle

Humans have changed the natural balance of the carbon cycle because we use coal, oil, and natural gas to supply
our energy demands. Fossil fuels are a sink for CO2 when they form, but they are a source for CO2 when they are
burned.
The equation for combustion of propane, which is a simple hydrocarbon looks like this:

The equation shows that when propane burns, it uses oxygen and produces carbon dioxide and water. So when a
car burns a tank of gas, the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere increases just a little. Added over millions of tanks of
gas and coal burned for electricity in power plants and all of the other sources of CO2 , the result is the increase in
atmospheric CO2 seen in the Figure 15.2.
The second largest source of atmospheric CO2 is deforestation (Figure 15.3). Trees naturally absorb CO2 while
they are alive. Trees that are cut down lose their ability to absorb CO2 . If the tree is burned or decomposes, it
becomes a source of CO2 . A forest can go from being a carbon sink to being a carbon source.

FIGURE 15.3
This forest in Mexico has been cut down
and burned to clear forested land for agriculture.

Why the Carbon Cycle is Important

Why is such a small amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere even important? Carbon dioxide is a greenhouse
gas. Greenhouse gases trap heat energy that would otherwise radiate out into space, which warms Earth. These
gases were discussed in the chapter Atmospheric Processes.
Summary

• Carbon is essential for life as part of proteins, carbohydrates, and fats.
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• The amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is extremely low, but it is extremely important since carbon
dioxide is a greenhouse gas, which helps to keep Earth’s climate moderate.
• The amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is rising, a fact that has been documented on Mauna Loa
volcano since 1958.

Review

1. What does it mean to say that photosynthesis and respiration are gas exchange processes?
2. How do scientists learn about carbon levels in the past?
3. How do human activities affect the carbon cycle?

Explore More

Use this resource to answer the questions that follow.

MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/178440

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

What do greenhouse gases do?
Where did most of the carbon dioxide that was present in the early atmosphere go?
What did the early plants add to the atmosphere and why was that important? What else did they create?
What do organisms do with the organic carbon?
What are the two major things that carbon does?
What is the 30 second version of the carbon cycle?
What does carbon fixation do with carbon dioxide?
How do organisms use the carbohydrates produced by carbon fixing reactions?
What is cellular respiration the reverse of?
After the organisms metabolize carbohydrates, how is the carbon released back into the environment?
What happens when carbon dioxide mixes with water and what does it cause?
What happens to the carbonate ions in the marine environment?
What happens when shell building organisms die? What happens if those organisms are buried deeply?
How much carbon is wrapped up in fossil fuels compared to the total amount of carbon?
Where does the carbon dioxide go that is released from fossil fuels? Where does the excess carbon dioxide
go?

Resources
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MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/178435

MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/178438
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16

Energy Resources

Learning Objectives

• Define energy, fuel and heat.
• Understand how energy changes form.

How can a trip to an amusement park be a learning experience?
Amusement parks use the laws of physics to generate fun! Gravity, energy, centrifugal forces are all harnessed on
various rides. Which is your favorite?

Energy

Energy is the ability to move. Energy can also change matter from one state to another (for example, from solid to
liquid). Every living thing needs energy to live and grow.
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What makes energy available whenever you need it? If you unplug a lamp, the light goes off. The lamp does not
have a supply of energy to keep itself lit. The lamp uses electricity that comes through the outlet as its source of
energy. The electricity comes from a power plant. The power plant has a source of energy to produce this electricity.

Fuel

The energy to make the electricity comes from fuel. Fuel stores the energy and releases it when it is needed. Fuel is
any material that can release energy in a chemical change. The food you eat acts as a fuel for your body. Gasoline
and diesel fuel are fuels that provide the energy for most cars, trucks, and buses. But there are many different kinds
of fuel.
For fuel to be useful, its energy must be released in a way that can be controlled.

Heat

When fuel is burned, most of the energy is released as heat. Some of this heat can be used to do work. Heat cooks
food or warms your house. Sometimes the heat is just waste heat. It still heats the environment, though.
Heat from a wood fire can boil a pot of water. If you put an egg in the pot, you can eat a hard boiled egg in 15
minutes (cool it down first!). The energy to cook the egg was stored in the wood. The wood got that energy from the
Sun when it was part of a tree. The Sun generated the energy by nuclear fusion. You started the fire with a match.
The head of the match stores energy as chemical energy. That energy lights the wood on fire. The fire burns as long
as there is energy in the wood. Once the wood has burned up, there is no energy left in it. The fire goes out.

Using Energy

Your body gets its energy from food, but that is only a small part of the energy you use every day. Cooking your food
takes energy, and so does keeping it cold in the refrigerator or the freezer. The same is true for heating or cooling
your home. Whether you are turning on a light in the kitchen or riding in a car to school, you are using energy.
Billions of people all around the world use energy, so there is a huge demand for resources to provide all of this
energy. Why do we need so much energy? The main reason is that almost everything that happens on Earth involves
energy.

FIGURE 16.1
This lantern festival uses hundreds of candles for light.

The Sources of Earth’s Energy

Almost all energy comes from the Sun. Plants make food energy from sunlight. Fossil fuels are made of the remains
of plants and animals that stored the Sun’s energy millions of years ago.
The Sun heats some areas more than others, which causes wind. The Sun’s energy also drives the water cycle, which
moves water over the surface of Earth. Both wind and water power can be used as renewable resources.
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Earth’s internal heat does not depend on the Sun for energy. This heat comes from remnant heat when the planet
formed. It also comes from the decay of radioactive elements. Radioactivity is an important source of energy.

Summary

• Energy is the ability to do work or change matter.
• Energy from the Sun drives atmospheric processes on Earth, which leads to wind.
• Ancient energy from the Sun is stored in fossil fuels.
Review

1.
2.
3.
4.

What is energy?
What does it mean to say that energy changes matter from one state to another?
What are fuel and heat?
Where does the lamp in the room you’re in now get its energy?

Explore More

Use this resource to answer the questions that follow.

MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/236611

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

What is energy? Where is energy? Where is energy in the universe?
Define energy. What do you apply?
Where do you get your energy? What type of energy is that?
What type of energy does a log have? What happens if you add heat to the log?
What is nuclear energy? What would happen if you could release the nuclear energy in a log?
What is the same thing as energy?
What does dark energy do?
Where does energy go? How is it created? What happens to energy? What is the universe in terms of energy?

References
1. . . CC BY-NC
2. John Shedrick. http://www.flickr.com/photos/cm_john/8514626505/ . CC BY 2.0
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Renewable vs.
Nonrenewable Energy Resources

Learning Objectives

• Define renewable resource and non-renewable resource.
• Compare and contrast renewable and non-renewable resources.
• Identify renewable and non-renewable resources.

Is your amusement park’s energy source renewable?
Nearly all amusement parks use non-renewable energy. However, a few are now starting to use renewable energy.
The Crealy Great Adventure Park in Devon, England, is going solar! Solar panels will be able to generate enough
energy to power most of the park in the summer. When there is extra energy, it will supply the grid. Imagine what
an amusement park could do if it were located in a sunny place!
Types of Energy Resources

Energy resources can be put into two categories—renewable or non-renewable. Non-renewable resources are used
faster than they can be replaced. Renewable resources can be replaced as quickly as they are used. Renewable
resources may also be so abundant that running out is impossible.
The difference between non-renewable and renewable resources is like the difference between ordinary batteries and
rechargeable ones. If a flashlight with ordinary batteries goes dead, the batteries need to be replaced. But if the
flashlight has rechargeable batteries, the batteries can be placed in a charger. The charger transfers energy from an
outlet into the batteries. Once recharged, the batteries can be put back into the flashlight. Rechargeable batteries can
be used again and again (Figure 17.1). In this way, the energy in the rechargeable batteries is renewable.
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FIGURE 17.1
Rechargeable batteries are renewable because they can be refilled with
energy. Is the energy they are refilled with always renewable?

Types of Non-Renewable Resources

Fossil fuels include coal, oil, and natural gas. Fossil fuels are the greatest energy source for modern society. Millions
of years ago, plants used energy from the Sun to form carbon compounds. These compounds were later transformed
into coal, oil, or natural gas. Fossil fuels take millions of years to form. For this reason, they are non-renewable. We
will use most fossil fuels up in a matter of decades. Burning fossil fuels releases large amounts of pollution. The
most important of these may be the greenhouse gas, carbon dioxide.

Types of Renewable Resources

Renewable energy resources include solar, water, wind, biomass, and geothermal power. These resources are usually
replaced at the same rate that we use them. Scientists know that the Sun will continue to shine for billions of years.
So we can use the solar energy without it ever running out. Water flows from high places to lower ones. Wind blows
from areas of high pressure to areas of low pressure. We can use the flow of wind and water to generate power. We
can count on wind and water to continue to flow! Burning wood (Figure 17.2), is an example of biomass energy.
Changing grains into biofuels is biomass energy. Biomass is renewable because we can plant new trees or crops to
replace the ones we use. Geothermal energy uses water that was heated by hot rocks. There are always more hot
rocks available to heat more water.

FIGURE 17.2
Wood is a renewable resource, but forest
ecosystems need time to replenish.

Even renewable resources can be used unsustainably. We can cut down too many trees without replanting. We might
need grains for food rather than biofuels. Some renewable resources are too expensive to be widely used. As the
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technology improves and more people use renewable energy, the prices will come down. The cost of renewable
resources will go down relative to fossil fuels as we use fossil fuels up. In the long run renewable resources will
need to make up a large amount of what we use.

Important Things to Consider About Energy Resources

Before we put effort into increasing the use of an energy source, we should consider two things. Is there a practical
way to turn the resource into useful form of energy? For example, it is not practical if we don’t get much more
energy from burning a fuel than we put into making it. For example, what if it took more energy to make solar
panels than we could get from the solar panels once they were working? Then solar energy would not be worth
pursuing until better solar panels were developed.
What happens when we turn the resource into energy? What happens when we use that resource? Mining the
resource may cause a lot of health problems or environmental damage. Using the resource may create a large
amount of pollution. In this case, that fuel may also not be the best choice for an energy resource.

KQED: Climate Watch: Unlocking the Grid

Today we rely on electricity more than ever, but the resources that currently supply our power are finite. The race
is on to harness more renewable resources, but getting all that clean energy from production sites to homes and
businesses is proving to be a major challenge.

MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/116510

Summary

• Non-renewable resources are used faster than they can be replaced. Once they’re gone, they are, for all
practical purposes, gone.
• Renewable resources are so abundant or are replaced so rapidly that, for all practical purposes, they can’t run
out.
• Fossil fuels are the most commonly used non-renewable resources. Renewable resources include solar, wind,
hydro, and (possibly) biomass.
• Many factors must be considered when deciding whether or not to use a resource.

Review

1. What is a renewable resource? Give three examples.
2. What is a non-renewable resource? Give three examples.
3. Can a renewable resource become non-renewable?
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18

Renewable vs.
Nonrenewable Resources

Learning Objectives

• Define renewable and non-renewable resources.
• Know how a renewable resource can become a non-renewable resource.

What is the difference between these two stands of trees?
Trees are renewable resources. Trees can be planted, grown up, and harvested for timber. Forests are a different
thing, however. A forest is a mature ecosystem. It has trees of different sizes and ages, many other plants, and lots of
animals. A forest is a renewable resource but it takes much more time to grow a forest than to grow a stand of trees.
Renewable Resources

Renewable resources can be renewed as they are used. An example is timber, which comes from trees. New trees
can be planted to replace those that are cut down. Sunlight is a renewable resource. It seems we will never run out
of that! What are some other renewable resources?
Just because a resource is renewable, it doesn’t mean we should use it carelessly. If we aren’t careful, we can pollute
resources. Then they may no longer be fit for use. Water is one example. If we pollute a water source, it may not be
usable for drinking, bathing, or any other type of use. We can also overuse resources that should be renewable. In
this case, the resources may not be able to recover. For example, fish are renewable resources. That’s because they
can reproduce and make more fish. But water pollution and overfishing can cause them to die out if their population
becomes too low. Another example is pictured below (Figure 18.1).
Non-Renewable Resources

Some resources can’t be renewed. At least, they can’t be renewed fast enough to keep up with use. Fossil fuels are
an example. It takes millions of years for them to form. We are using them up much more quickly. Elements that
are used to produce nuclear power are also non-renewable resources. Uranium, for example, which is rare. Sooner
or later, it will run out.
Supplies of non-renewable resources are shrinking. This makes them harder to get. Oil is a good example. Oil
reserves beneath land are running out. So oil companies have started to drill for oil far out in the ocean. This costs
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FIGURE 18.1
Forests should be renewable resources.
The forest on the left is healthy and is
used for recreation.

The forest on the

right was killed by acid rain. Human use:
hiking and bird watching. Human misuse:
destruction by acid rain.

FIGURE 18.2
This oil rig was pumping oil from below the
ocean floor when it exploded.

more money. It’s also more dangerous. Pictured below is an oil rig that exploded in 2010 (Figure 18.2). The
explosion killed 11 people. Millions of barrels of oil spilled into the water. It took months to plug the leak.

Summary

• Resources may be renewable or non-renewable.
• Renewable resources should never run out. Non-renewable resources are available in limited supply.
• Some non-renewable resources are in shorter supply than before. It takes more effort to get to them.
Review

1. What is a renewable resource?
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2. What is a non-renewable resource?
3. How might a resource go from being renewable to non-renewable?
Explore More

Use this resource to answer the questions that follow.

MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/236614

1. What are the down sides of fossil fuel use?
2. What are some of the sources of renewable energy that we could use? How much of our electricity do they
account for now?
3. What is a space based solar panel farm? Why would it be useful?
4. Where do we use solar panels now? Where could we use them in the future?
5. What are the two good things that solar panels over water reservoirs do?
6. Explain what is expected to happen in the tallest water-solar tower that is being talked about for the Arizona
desert.
7. What is fusion energy? What is the earliest that a fusion plant might come online?
8. How are fossil fuels related to nuclear fusion?
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Concept 19. Reducing Greenhouse Gas Pollution

19 Reducing Greenhouse Gas
Pollution

Learning Objectives

• Describe how greenhouse gas pollution can be reduced.

What can the polar bear do?
Polar bears evolved to hunt from ice. As arctic ice melts, polar bears are having a harder time finding food. Polar
bears can adapt to finding food in other locations, like garbage dumps. But they can’t do anything about reducing
global warming. Humans create greenhouse gas emissions, and so humans can reduce those emissions. It’s not too
soon to get started.
Climate Regulations

The Clean Air Act of 1970 was crucial for reducing air pollution in the United States. The Clean Water Act of 1970
did the same for reducing water pollution. The Montreal Protocol was even more important in some ways. This
treaty was the first time many countries came together to solve a problem. They created a good plan for reducing
substances that destroy the ozone layer.
A treaty similar to the Montreal Protocol is needed for regulating greenhouse gases. The Kyoto Protocol was passed
in 1997. The Protocol focused on controlling greenhouse gas emissions. Many nations signed the protocol, but not
all. The United States, which at the time was the largest emitter of greenhouse gases, did not. The U.S. is currently
the second largest emitter of greenhouse gases after China. Other treaties have been worked on but there has not
been much progress. There are many people, organizations and nations that think that this is too vague and too slow.
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A stricter agreement must be reached very soon. By doing nothing we are doing something—continuing to raise
greenhouse gas levels and failing to prepare for the coming environmental changes. Efforts to limit greenhouse gas
emissions are mired in politics. Meanwhile, crucial time is being lost.
Ways to Reduce Carbon Dioxide Emissions

There are several possible ways to encourage organizations to reduce carbon dioxide emissions. They include capand-trade systems, carbon taxes, and carbon sequestration.
• In a cap-and-trade system, each nation is given a cap on carbon dioxide emissions. This is the most carbon
dioxide the country is allowed to emit. Sometimes a nation may need to go over its cap. In that case, it can
trade with another nation that is below its cap. Below, you can see how this works (Figure 19.1).
• Carbon taxes are taxes placed on products that produce carbon dioxide. An example of this is gasoline for
your car. The taxes encourage people to use less fossil fuel. This naturally reduces carbon dioxide emissions.
• Carbon sequestration captures carbon dioxide as it is emitted by a power plant before it enters the atmosphere. The carbon dioxide is then stored in another form. Carbon is sequestered naturally by forests. Trees
take in carbon dioxide for photosynthesis. Artificial methods of sequestering carbon underground are being
researched. This is just one of the geoengineering methods that are being researched for reducing carbon
dioxide.

FIGURE 19.1
This diagram shows how a cap-and-trade
system works.

New technologies can be developed. Renewable energy sources emit fewer or no greenhouse gases. These sources
are discussed in the chapter Natural Resources.
What You Can Do

Reducing the amount that temperatures will rise will take all nations working together. But individuals can make a
difference. What can you do? Many of the same things that you do to reduce air pollution.
•
•
•
•
•
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Walk, ride a bike, or take a bus.
Turn electrical appliances off.
Reduce consumption of products and packaging.
Unplug cell phones and other chargers when not in use.
Use compact fluorescent light bulbs.
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• Use directed lighting.
• Be aware: take shorter showers, do not use more boiling water than needed, etc.
• BE INVOLVED! Learn more about climate change. Talk with people about the problem and what they can
do. Write letters to the editor or to politicians. It’s your world and your future.
Summary

• A cap-and-trade system gives nations a cap on the greenhouse gas emissions. Those that have a higher cap
than they need can trade with a nation that needs more.
• A carbon tax taxes carbon emissions to encourage conservation.
• Carbon capture and sequestration is a geoengineering solution. This method removes excess carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere and stores it.
Review

1. Why is a treaty between nations needed so that we can reduce greenhouse gas emissions? Why is there a
problem getting a treaty that will work?
2. How does a cap-and-trade system work? Could it work for cities or businesses in the same way it does for
nations?
3. What is carbon sequestration? Does it prevent carbon dioxide from being emitted? Does it keep carbon
dioxide from entering the atmosphere?
Explore More

Use the resource below to answer the questions that follow.

MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/1523

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What is the purpose of carbon sequestration?
What are the three pillars of the Global Climate Change Initiative?
What is CCS?
What is CCS being used for today?
How is CCS done?
What type of stone is carbon dioxide pumped into? Why?
Why are cap rocks important? How do scientists know cap rocks work?

References
1. Christopher Auyueng. CK-12 Foundation . CC BY-NC 3.0
2. Christopher Auyueng. CK-12 Foundation . CC BY-NC 3.0
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20

Global Warming

Learning Objectives

• Explain the greenhouse effect.
• Define global warming.
• Explain the effects of global climate change.

Is the Earth really fragile?
Maybe not the planet, but how about the ecosystems? It may soon be hard to argue that global climate change does
not exist. Climate change can definitely be seen in numerous ecosystems. So what will we do about it?

Global Climate Change

Another major problem caused by air pollution is global climate change. Gases such as carbon dioxide from the
burning of fossil fuels increase the natural greenhouse effect. This raises the temperature of Earth’s surface.

What Is The Greenhouse Effect?

The greenhouse effect is a natural feature of Earth’s atmosphere. It occurs when gases in the atmosphere radiate the
sun’s heat back down to Earth’s surface (see Figure 20.1). Otherwise, the heat would escape into space. Without the
greenhouse effect, Earth’s surface temperature would be far cooler than it is. In fact, it would be too cold to support
life as we know it.
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FIGURE 20.1
The Greenhouse Effect. Without greenhouse gases, most of the sun’s energy
would be radiated from Earth’s surface
back out to space.

Global Warming

Global warming refers to a recent increase in Earth’s average surface temperature (see Figure 20.2). During the
past century, the temperature has risen by almost 1◦ C (about 1.3◦ F). That may not seem like much. But consider
that just 10◦ C is the difference between an ice-free and an ice-covered Earth.

FIGURE 20.2
The average annual temperature on Earth
has been rising for the past 100 years.

Most scientists agree that global warming is caused by more carbon dioxide in the atmosphere (see Figure 20.3).
This increases the greenhouse effect. There is more carbon dioxide mainly because of the burning of fossil fuels.
Destroying forests is another cause. With fewer forests, less carbon dioxide is removed from the atmosphere by
photosynthesis.
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FIGURE 20.3
This graph shows the recent trend in carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.

Effects of Climate Change

How has global warming affected Earth and its life? Some of its effects include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Decline in cold-adapted species such as polar bears.
Melting of glaciers and rising sea levels.
Coastal flooding and shoreline erosion.
Heat-related human health problems.
More droughts and water shortages.
Changing patterns of precipitation.
Increasing severity of storms.
Major crop losses.

KQED: Climate Watch: California at the Tipping Point

The world’s climate is changing and California is now being affected in both dramatic and subtle ways. In 2008,
scientists determined that California’s temperatures increased by more than 2.1◦ F during the last century. What’s
more, the data showed that human activity has played a significant role in that climate change. "What’s just 2
degrees?" you may wonder. But, as the science shows, just 2 degrees is extremely significant.
What does all this temperature change mean? For starters, declining mountain snowpack and prolonged drought
conditions could pose a threat to limited water supplies. Heat waves are projected to be longer, bringing increased
danger from wildfires and heat-related deaths. Rising sea levels due to temperature shifts jeopardize life in coastal
areas, both for human communities and the plants and animals that rely on intertidal and rich wetland ecosystems.
Also, more precipitation is expected to fall as rain rather than snow, thereby increasing the risk of floods. And, as
heat increases the formation of smog, poor air quality could get even worse.
Climate change may also profoundly affect the economy in California and elsewhere. Shorter ski seasons and
damage to the marine ecosystem mean a reduction in tourism. Water shortages mean issues with the commercial and
recreational fishing industry, and higher temperatures will affect crop growth and quality, weakening the agricultural
industry, to name just a few of the economic issues associated with climate change.
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MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/414

Melting glaciers, rising temperatures and droughts are all impacts of global warming. But how does global warming
actually affect the oceans? The sea, it turns out, absorbs carbon dioxide emissions. The ocean acts like a giant
sponge, absorbing carbon dioxide emissions from the air. And as we add more and more carbon dioxide to air by
burning fossil fuels, the ocean is absorbing it. On one level, it’s done us a big favor. Scientists say that we would be
experiencing much more extreme climate change were it not for the ocean’s ability to remove the heat-trapping gas.
However, these emissions are causing the oceans to become more acidic. Changing pH levels threaten entire marine
food webs, from coral reefs to salmon.

As carbon dioxide levels increase in the atmosphere, the levels also increase in the oceans. What effects does this
have? Can ocean acidification make it difficult for sea life to produce their hard exoskeletons?

MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/108467
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Efforts to reduce future global warming mainly involve energy use. We need to use less energy, for example, by
driving more fuel-efficient cars. We also need to switch to energy sources that produce less carbon dioxide, such as
solar and wind energy. At the same time, we can increase the amount of carbon dioxide that is removed from air.
We can stop destroying forests and plant new ones.
Summary

• Gases such as carbon dioxide from the burning of fossil fuels increase the natural greenhouse effect. This is
raising the temperature of Earth’s surface, and is called global warming.
Review

1. How does air pollution contribute to global warming?
2. What is the greenhouse effect?
3. What are three effects of global warming?
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Concept 21. Impact of Continued Global Warming

21Impact of Continued Global
Warming

Learning Objectives

• Describe likely impacts of continued global warming.

“The land is part of me...”
"The future kind of scares me, just thinking about how we’re going to survive." says 18-year old Harlie Potter,
an Inuit living in the autonomous area of Nunatsiavut in Newfoundland, Canada. Native people in the Arctic see
changes much more than people in lower latitudes. More warming is occurring in the polar regions.

How Will Climate Change in the Future?

Earth’s temperature will keep rising unless greenhouse gas emissions are curbed. The temperature in 2100 may be
as much as 5◦ C (9◦ F) higher than it was in 2000. Is 5◦ C (9◦ F) a lot? It’s more than the increase in temperature
from the the times of maximum ice during the Pleistocene to now. Since the end of the Pleistocene, the temperature
has only risen about 4◦ C. That’s just 4◦ C from abundant ice to the moderate climate we have today. How might a
5◦ C increase in temperature affect Earth in the future?
Warming will affect the entire globe by the end of this century. The map in Figure 21.1 shows how much temperatures will change in different regions based on the Coupled Climate 2.1 model. In what place is the temperature
increase the greatest? Where in the United States is the temperature increase the highest?
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FIGURE 21.1
The Arctic will experience the greatest
temperature changes.

What Will Happen?

As temperature rises, more sea ice will melt. The figure below shows how much less sea ice there may be in 2050 if
temperatures keep going up (Figure 21.2). This would cause sea level to rise even higher. Some coastal cities could
be under water. Millions of people would have to move inland. How might other living things be affected?

FIGURE 21.2
In the 2050s, there may be only half as
much sea ice as there was in the 1950s.

Weather will become more extreme. Heat waves and droughts will become more frequent and more intense. The
Midwestern United States will become hot and dry. This will make growing food more difficult. Cropland worldwide
will be affected. Hurricanes may become more severe.
Plants and animals will move or die out. Some will thrive in a warmer world, but most will not. The biosphere may
become quite different.
These are only a few of the impacts warmer temperatures will have. The vast majority of scientists agree that this is
what is happening.
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Summary

• Global temperatures will increase. Some locations like the Arctic and Amazon will experience a greater
increase.
• Sea level will rise and some coastal cities may be submerged.
• Weather will become more extreme. Crops and some plants and animals may not be able to survive the warmer
temperatures.
Review

1. Pretend that the temperature today is 5◦ C (9◦ F) higher than yesterday. Now consider an increase of 5◦ C (9◦
F) in average global temperature. How are these two scenarios different?
2. Why is a rise in sea level significant?
3. What will plants and animals do as temperature rises?
Explore More

Use the resource below to answer the questions that follow.

MEDIA
Click image to the left or use the URL below.
URL: http://www.ck12.org/flx/render/embeddedobject/58909

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Climate has always been changing. Why is it something to worry about now?
Describe the changes that could be seen if the Earth warms by one degree.
Describe the effects of two degrees of warming.
What changes will occur with three degrees of warming?
Describe the consequences of four degrees of warming.
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